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Have you not known? Have you not heard? 
Has it not been told you from the beginning? 
Have you not understood from the foundations of the earth? 
It is he who sits above the circle of the earth, 
and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers; 
who stretches out the heavens like a curtain, 
and spreads them like a tent to live in; 
who brings princes to naught, 
and makes the rulers of the earth as nothing. 
Scarcely are they planted, scarcely sown, 
scarcely has their stem taken root in the earth, 
when he blows upon them, and they wither, 
and the tempest carries them off like stubble. 
To whom then will you compare me, 
or who is my equal? says the Holy One. 
Lift up your eyes on high and see: 
Who created these? 
He who brings out their host and numbers them, 
calling them all by name; 
because he is great in strength, 
mighty in power, 
not one is missing. 
Why do you say, O Jacob, 
and speak, O Israel, 
“My way is hidden from the Lord, 
and my right is disregarded by my God”? 
Have you not known? Have you not heard? 
The LORD is the everlasting God, 
the Creator of the ends of the earth. 
He does not faint or grow weary; 
his understanding is unsearchable. 
He gives power to the faint, 
and strengthens the powerless. 
Even youths will faint and be weary, 
and the young will fall exhausted; 



but those who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength, 
they shall mount up with wings like eagles, 
they shall run and not be weary, 
they shall walk and not faint. 
  
 A man who lives out in the country calls the highway 
department again and again to complain about the 
potholes in front of his house, but they never do anything.  
The man calls so many times that finally the director of 
the highway department says, “You’ve convinced us.  
We’ll do something about it.”  But instead of repaving the 
street, they put up a sign that says, “Rough Road Ahead.” 
 Every newborn should be given a sign that says, 
“Rough Road Ahead.”  We are born naked, wet, and 
hungry—and then things get worse.  Who has got trouble?  
We got trouble—all kinds of trouble.   

You have not seen your new neighbors, but you have 
heard them—or at least you have heard their favorite 
bands.  They like 90s metal—Megadeth, Metallica, Alice 
in Chains.  These are not bands you enjoy. 

 It is July and you are still recovering from your 
family’s Montagues and Capulets Memorial Day 
barbecue.  Your sister-in-law thinks it would clear the air 
if the whole family went on Dr. Phil’s television show.   

You step out of the shower, look in the mirror and 
realize that time may be a great teacher, but time is a 
lousy personal trainer.   
 Life does not arrange itself for our convenience.  We 
do not get to set everything in place and know that it will 
stay in place.  Things fall apart.   

We have all kinds of problems.  Some have health 
concerns.  Your eyes or ears or legs have been giving you 



trouble.  Every day you take your emotional temperature 
on how you feel about getting old.   

Your mother is aging.  It is hard to care for parents.   
They are so frustrated that they cannot do everything they 
used to do. You keep thinking about the next place they 
will live. 

Your children are never far from your thoughts.   
Being a parent is so constant.  You feel responsible for 
another person’s happiness.  When does that stop? 

Your son worries all of the time.  You wonder if he 
will ever feel good about himself.  Your daughter is 
confusing.  You cannot imagine what she is thinking.   

Your job is not everything you hoped.  You like the 
parts that make you feel important, and hate the parts that 
make you feel unimportant.   You might be ready for 
something new, but you do not know what it is.  

The news is miserable. You do not recognize your 
country.  How can anyone think the decisions that are 
being made are good for our nation?  Is this the country 
we want to be—insulting our friends, praising dictators, 
separating red from blue, and separating children from 
their parents?  Some gyms are now blocking news 
channels because watching the news is unhealthy.  Life is 
a dark ride. 

In Ways of Escape, Graham Greene writes,  
“Sometimes I wonder how all those who do not write, 
compose or paint can manage to escape the madness, the 
melancholia, the panic which is inherent in the human 
condition.”   

Greene’s book was on Anthony Bourdain’s 
nightstand when Bourdain died.  His suicide, which 
followed shortly after that of the designer, Kate Spade, 



makes it clear that the lives most people envy are not 
perfect.  So many would have loved to trade places with 
Bourdain or Spade.   

Belinda Luscombe writes, “Envy reflects a 
miscalculation in the relative worth of things.” 

How do we process the fact that all that these two 
famous, successful people had was not enough to keep 
back the darkness?  And even when we do hold back the 
darkness, when everything is going well, we know there 
are bad days around the corner.  And on the best days, 
God calls us to be with those who are hurting.   

We cannot hide from the suffering in the world.  The 
war in Afghanistan is almost forgotten.  Those who die of 
hunger do seem forgotten. There are reasons terrified 
families are risking their lives to escape Honduras, 
Guatemala, and El Salvador.  Every day there is a new 
horror.   

We are broken.  We have a sense that something is 
wrong.  Part of everyone’s inner world is a sense of 
incompleteness.  Maybe that feeling of restlessness is a 
word from God.  Maybe God speaks through God’s 
absence.  Maybe we know God through missing God. 

The Hebrew people are missing God.  They know 
how hard life can be.  They have been forced from their 
homes into exile in Babylon.  They wonder if they will 
ever get back home.   

They are close to giving up, to believing that God’s 
forgotten them.  Where is God when they are so 
miserable?  How can they be loved by God and depressed 
at the same time?   
 The prophet preaches hope in the midst of despair.  
Isaiah says that God will bring them home:  “Don’t you 



know?  Haven’t you heard?  Haven’t you been paying 
attention?”   

“God is beneath, within, and over everything.  We 
are grasshoppers by comparison.  Creation is beyond our 
comprehension and yet God encompasses the universe.”   

“When we compare the greatness of God with the 
puny powers that seem so frightening, the rulers of the 
earth are like plants that last a season. They wither and 
blow away like dust in the wind.  The one who sits above 
it all is unequaled.”   

“Is there any power to which we can compare God?   
Look at the night sky.  Who do you think made this?  God 
created the stars and calls them to their places every night.   
Though they can hardly be counted, God knows them by 
name.” 

“Why do people think God does not understand what 
is going on?  God has no inconsequential children or 
untended corners of the universe.  We are precious in 
God’s sight.  God does not come and go.  God lasts.  God 
does not grow weary.  God gives power to the faint, 
strengthens the weak, and picks up the exhausted.”     

“Those who wonder if they have been forgotten by 
God, but who wait on God nonetheless, will fly like 
eagles, run and not be weary, walk and not faint.” 

Sometimes it does not feel like that.  We do not think 
of ourselves as flying like eagles.  We run and get weary.  
We walk and get weary.  We do not even move and get 
weary.    

To wait for God is to hope anyway, to believe that 
God is at the end of it all, that though life is a dark ride, 
there is light at the end.   



When we are alone, God is with us.  When we think 
we cannot go on, God strengthens us.  When our heart is 
broken, God heals us.  When we cannot give any more, 
God gives.  When we cannot love, God loves.  When we 
cannot be kind, God is kind for us.  
 When someone who has been through too much 
sadness decides to move forward, God offers strength.  
When two old friends have gone months without speaking 
and one decides to try once more, God offers 
encouragement.  When someone we love is in trouble 
hundreds of miles away and there seems to be nothing we 
can do, God helps.  When a parent devastated by the 
death of a child begins to believe that somehow life will 
go on, God is the desire to keep going.  When we feel like 
we are way too old way too soon, God is eternity.  When 
we are lost, God is our home. 
 God gives us the power to keep going—and when we 
think we cannot keep going—to endure.  God gives us the 
strength to overcome—and when we think we cannot 
overcome—the strength to survive.   
 When we are tired, when we are worried about our 
health or that of someone we love, when we are 
concerned about our children or our parents or our best 
friend, when we are troubled about our past, our present, 
or our future, God is hope.    
 When we are overwhelmed and yet somehow 
remember the goodness of God, we can respond in a 
couple of ways.  We can continue in despair—we have 
enough reasons to give up—or we can see that we are in 
the hands of the God who created us, the God who loves 
us.  God has the whole world in hand.  In the midst of 



sorrow, it is enough to live inside a wrinkle in God’s 
palm, grateful to be loved. 
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